Use of SANS and biophysical techniques to reveal subtle conformational differences between native apo-calmodulin and its unfolded states.
Apo-calmodulin, a small, mainly α, soluble protein is a calcium-dependent protein activator. It is made of two N- and C-terminal domains having a sequence homology of 70%, an identical folding but different stabilities, and is thus an interesting system for unfolding studies. The use of small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and other biophysical techniques has permitted to reveal conformational difference between native and thermal denatured states of apo-calmodulin. The results show that secondary and tertiary structures of apo-calmodulin evolve in a synchronous way, indicating the absence in the unfolding pathway of molten-globule state sufficiently stable to affect transition curves. From SANS experiments, at 85 °C, apo-calmodulin adopts a polymer chain conformation with some residual local structures. After cooling down, apo-calmodulin recovers a compact state, with a secondary structure close to the native one but with a higher radius of gyration and a different tyrosine environment. In fact on a timescale of few minutes, heat denaturation of apo-calmodulin is partially reversible, but on a time scale of hours (for SANS experiments), the long exposure to heat may lead to a non-reversibility due to some chemical perturbation of the protein. In fact, from Mass Spectrometry measurements, we got evidence of dehydration and deamidation of heated apo-calmodulin.